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Abstract

“Building components design” education is carried out in different names in undergraduate education. The educational model presented herein accepts the building as a set of systems. Used notions of prefabrication, open building concept and prescriptive codes are the determiner for problem-based learning in “building components design” education. Problem-based learning as an alternative to traditional lecture learning environment targets students' retention of desired knowledge. Results from this ongoing research with are discussed in this paper. The aim of this research is to show that PBL is an applicable educational model in “building components design” by using specific methodology. Therefore a series of methodologies and applicable building technologies are being presented herein. Existing notions in building industry are being applied to higher education by defining a formulation. The task in desired learning environment is to complete scaled models of selected building technology. The selection depends on the available and workable material for the students. This formulation is being tested already and proposed herein for other related courses as long as doing necessary revisions.
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Introduction

Timber and cold-formed steel framing systems are widespread in construction industry in the world as both stick-built and panelized systems. In addition, reinforced concrete (RC) prefabricated, autoclaved aerated concrete (AAC) panel and structural insulated panel (SIP) systems are the other possible construction methods for panelized system used widely as well. Engineers, architects and other building professionals need basic knowledge of these construction methods. Meeting needs of future engineers and architects, education of construction methods is an essential part of the undergraduate curriculum of architectural engineering. Problem-based learning is incorporated with the thought learning environment to teach “building components design” in higher education beside traditional learning environment. Particularly hands-on learning experience is crucial to improve design skills and longer retention of desired knowledge. Design education of industrialized building systems have been carried out in architectural and civil engineering departments in different names in the world.
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Possible course titles are; “industrialized building systems’ design”, “building systems design”, building components design”, “architectural materials and methods of building construction” or separate courses related with reinforced concrete building system, timber and cold formed steel framing systems, etc.

As a research field, description of “industrialized building system” is more common in the literature, but as a course description herein “building components design” covers above mentioned possible course names in higher education. Problem-based learning (PBL) is an alternative to traditional lecture learning environment and helps to bridge gap between academia and practice (Smith, 2005). PBL asks for an active learning attitude and students are in a constructive investigation (Dochy, 2005; Yousuf, 2010). PBL can be described as a learning environment where the problem drives learning (Klegeris, 2011) or as “learning by doing”. Three fundamental types of project work can be distinguished in PBL; the task project, the discipline project and the problem project (Graaff, 2003; Yildirim, 2014a). The scope has been selected as “the task project” for “building components design” course and part of the results are discussed separately (Yildirim, 2012a; 2012b ; 2014a; 2014b).The difference of this paper than early studies and so, the hypothesis of this paper is; PBL is an applicable educational model in “building components design” by using specific methodology. The aim of this paper is to present a methodology and applicable building technologies to meet the desired learning outcomes. Hands-on learning experience was used in “building components design” course (Yildirim, 2012a; 2012b) and later improved in “architectural materials and methods of building construction” course by using PBL approach (Yildirim, 2014a; 2014b). Spacing of 12”, 16” or multiplier between structural members are common ground for the building technologies presented herein either it can be stick-built or panelized systems. Therefore, the common convention on modular grid specifies five different building technologies. Completion of scaled model of selected building technology is “the task project” in PBL environment.

1. Methodology Used in Building “Components Design” Education

Prefabrication rules and open building concepts are commonly known in construction industry and/or studied in scholar level. The difference of this paper is; using and combining existing notions in higher education. The methodology in “the task project” consists of three crucial aspects. These are prefabrication rules, open building concept and prescriptive methods and presented to the students in a design guide. These notions are the basis for creating a design guide for PBL environment;

- The modular coordination in prefabrication rules maintains designer and manufacturer ease of coordination between building components. Before introduction of open building concept, the focus was very much on “modulation” and “prefabrication” (Troyer, 2014).

- Open building concept increases design diversity in prefabrication which was introduced in 1960’s by John Habraken. Decision making process is distinguished in levels as “support (base building) level” and “in-fill (fit-out) level” and particularly “dimensional coordination” is focused (Habraken, 1961). Common conventions are required to implement open building concept in building industrialization to use limited number of members by dimensional coordination (Cuperus, 2001). Common conventions refer user / design guide as it is in toy and furniture industry such as; meccano, lego, ikea, etc.

- Prescriptive codes (Mehta, 2008) are used in “building components design” education. The use of prescriptive codes and how they impact the design of construction system in addition to hands-on learning help the students to better understand design principles of stick-built and panelized construction systems. Design limitations of PBL activity can be described as within the limits of prescriptive codes such as; it is possible to cross longer span for floor joists than accepted dimensions according to prescriptive codes.

Problem-based learning activity for “building components design” course is formulated in Table 1 by using the proposed methodology in order to fulfillment of the “task project” in the scope.
Table 1. Formulation of PBL in Building Components Design (Yildirim, 2014b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PBL in building components design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The aim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hands on learning experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Transferring of experiences of furniture and toy industries to building industry takes an important role in industrialization of building. Meccano is a model construction system comprising re-usable components and it enables the building of working models and mechanical devices in toy industry (Url 1, 2012). It was invented in 1901 in England and the principles and the name was used in industrialization of building in 1960’s. Similarly, re-usable components are used in Lego Architecture and installation with defined components is done by customer in Ikea furniture concept as shown in Figure 1. User manuals help to installation of these systems. Customers can select their furniture in IKEA outlets and put them together all by themself.

Figure 1. Meccano, Lego Architecture and Ikea Furniture Concept (a) (Url 1, 2012), (b) (Url 2, 2012) and (c) (Url 3, 2012)

1.1 Prefabrication Rules

Industrialization in construction is required due to technical and economic reasons as being in toy and furniture industry.

The existing strategies for industrialization in construction can be divided in two categories, each with its own typical approach as on-site and off-site industrialization. On-site industrialization refers to the application of advanced tools and technologies on building sites. Most on-site industrialization is possible without design changes. Off-site industrialization is based on the assumption that buildings may also be made in factories. Another split in industrialization strategies may be: product industrialization and process industrialization (CIB, 2014). Standardization and distinguishing of building to sub systems is the basic notion of building industrialization as shown in Figure 2.
The concepts “closed building systems” and “open building systems” are widely used in the context of industrialisation of the construction sector. The term “closed building system” is used to describe the approach of the building sector after the World War II in Europe. The term “closed” was added in the sixties and has a negative connotation. The term “open system building” is a neologism for an alternative approach for those “closed building systems”. In all cases a lot of components are bought on the market. Therefore one should take care that certain dimensions of the self-produced building parts fit with these other components. Disadvantages of “closed building systems” approach are (Troyer, 2014):

- only a limited choice between a few types of houses for each project (otherwise production series are too small)
- monotony of large sites
- monopolistic positions for producers and large scale contractors.

1.2 Open Building Concept

The term “open building system” (Figure 3) is used when the starting point is totally different. In the case of “open building system” one also starts from a specific project, but by respecting a certain dimensional discipline the elements produced for that project will fit with components of many independent manufacturers. One does not start from a specific project but one develops a set of elements which can be combined in many ways. So the term of “open building system” can be used when the two following conditions are fulfilled (Troyer, 2014):

- With limited number of elements which are part of the system, an unlimited number of different projects can be realised. There will however always be a set of constraints for the design of those projects. The “design guide” will inform the designer of the rules he has to follow (grids, positioning-rules, and requirements for stability).
- The building elements of that “open building system” are co-ordinated with components of different (beforehand unknown) producers.

Open building concept can be implemented over any kind of building technology and dimensional coordination is prerequisite for this concept. The role of designer in “open building” concept is; designing by using common conventions with limited number of components independently from the manufacturer (Atasoy, 1995). Dimensions and positions of the components are determinative while consisting of geometrical shape of the building during design phase (Şener, 1990). “Open building” implementation implies a new approach to architectural education. A number of schools of architecture around the world are experimenting with it. Such as; Delft University in Netherland and Ball State University (BSU) in United States were the leading institutions having research on this subject. John Habraken originator of the concept and later Stephen Kendall from BSU can be named as using this concept in architectural schools. Because of “open building” rejects functionalism, educators who teach “open building” help students develop skills in making built form, at various levels of intervention that can accommodate changing function (Url 6, 2012).
- Levels of Decision Making

Re-distribution of design control is the field of industrial systematization. Design, production and installation processes are distinguished between designers and manufacturers by common conventions in “open building” concept. Building systems are separated as support (base building) and infill (fit-out) level in Figure 4 and “support” refers to structural system and envelope of a building and “infill” refers to partitioning walls, kitchen systems, utility systems and etc. These systems are designed separately from each other in “open building” concept (Habraken, 2005). The scope of support (base building) and infill (fit-out) levels are shown in Table 2.

Figure 4. Distinguishing of Levels in “Open Building” Concept (Kendall, 2002)
Table 2: The Scope of Support (Base Building) and Infill (fit-out) Level (Url 6, 2012)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support (Base Building / Shell)</th>
<th>Infill (Fit-out)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structural System</td>
<td>Individual areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(foundation, frame)</td>
<td>(Tenants work)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building envelope</td>
<td>Dry walls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(façade, roof)</td>
<td>Doors &amp; windows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public circulation</td>
<td>Finishing materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(staircase, fire egress)</td>
<td>Electrical systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary mechanical and supply systems</td>
<td>Mechanical systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Modular Coordination

Rules for dimensions, position and interfaces of building parts are a prerequisite for “open building”. Based on Habraken's book 'Support, an alternative to mass housing' (Habraken, 1961), later the SAR (foundation for Architectural Research) published SAR '65. Based on the basic module of 4 feet, a 'tartan-grid' was developed (Cuperus, 2005). Later on SAR, research groups as OBOM and CIB workgroup W104 were formed. To use a grid as a design tool, the designer must determine rules for placing elements relative to the grid. The simplest and most obvious placement rule is that elements center on grid crossings. Figure 5a shows different position relations for elements on a simple square grid. Grids need not be always unitary; an alternating sequence of dimensional units can be used, to form a tartan or band grid (Figure 5). A tartan grid can be superimposed on a simpler grid that marks the band centerlines.

Elements can be restricted to center on the centerline grid, and limited in dimension to stay within the tartan bands (Gross, 2012).

Figure 5: (a) Different Element - Grid Relation, (b) Tartan Grids Allow for Variation in Size of Built Element (Gross, 2012)
In the 1970’s, Finnish industry developed an open element system called the BES system. The initial wall-slab system was used for housing, then frame-slab system was developed for industrial, commercial and institutional buildings (Url 7, 2012).

Similarly, ACC and Solfege Building Systems were developed in France in “open building” concept as defining of common conventions and modular coordination of building elements on choiced grid. 12x12 inch (~30x30 cm) tartan grid in ACC system and 3x9 feet (~90x270 cm) simple grid in Solfege system were used and defined positions of building elements on grids are shown in Figure 6. Variety grid and positioning of building elements can be defined, but the more practical rules are the better in terms of solving interface problems.

1.3 Building Codes (Performance codes & Prescriptive codes)

In a performance code, the performance criteria of a component are specified instead of the material or the construction system. The performance criteria are based on the function of the component. For example, a prescriptive code might require an 8-in.-thick brick wall as a party wall between two semidetached residential units in Figure 7. It might further specify the type of bricks and the type of mortar to be used in joints. A performance code, on the other hand, states the required properties of the wall, such as the fire resistance, sound insulation, load-carrying capacity, and durability characteristics (Mehta, 2008). In this case study prescriptive codes are being accepted for all kinds of structural system, since “building components design” course studied herein is an introductory course and does not cover the structural analysis of building technologies. Hence, using prescriptive codes is more convenient for the course structure or the curriculum instead of using performance codes. The course aims for the students that having design ability on building components by using a design guide. Samples of prescriptive codes, particularly used for framing systems’ design, are being presented in Figure 8.
2. Applicable Building Technologies

Material and methods of construction are variable in building technologies, such as; a) galvanized profiles, dimensional lumber, reinforced concrete, aerated concrete or OSB panels with insulation layer are commonly in use as material and, b) stick-built system and panelized system are in use in terms of construction method. While considering low rise residential (1 to 3 story buildings) as a study field of which accepted in PBL activity, five different construction methods are being introduced herein. These are the building technologies studied already or having possible to be studied in further courses in conformity with this educational model;

a) Timber framing system  
b) Cold-formed steel (CFS) framing system  
c) Reinforced concrete (RC) prefabricated system  
d) Autoclaved aerated concrete (AAC) panel system  
e) Structural insulated panel (SIP) system  

Having a common ground as spacing possibility with 12”, 16” or multiplier at each system is the selection reason of these systems. The systems from (a) to (d) have already been studied as a hands-on learning experience in related courses, (e) is being proposed as well which has possibility to be studied in PBL environment. Each system is being introduced briefly in this section. Before starting to hands on learning experience by selecting of any of system herein, prior knowledge shall be maintained to the students at the lecture sessions. Selection of structural system for scaled model study in a course is directly dependent on to availability and workability of the scaled model members.

In order to fulfill “the task project” in PBL environment by completing a scaled model, students need further information, such as; design guide. But, the design guide used in this PBL environment is out of scope of this paper and discussed separately.
a) Timber Framing System

Wood material is being used as a structural member in housing construction widely in the world and classified in two types as log houses and wood light frame construction. The latter is also called as timber framing system. Timber framing system consists of the usage of dimensional lumber and engineered wood products such as plywood and OSB (oriented strand board). Consistent material supply, ease of workability, having competitive price of these materials in the market makes timber framing system still popular. On the other hand, due to its conformity with the prefabrication rules as stick-built system or panelized system brings advantage during selection of structural system of a residential.

In terms of construction method, there are two methods in wood light frame construction; balloon frame and platform frame system. Wood light frame system was invented to replace the heavy construction systems in 19th century in USA, such as; thick masonry wall, heavy timber posts, beams and thick wood plank floor and roofs. First, balloon frame was introduced then, platform frame invented to maintain a platform at each level of the construction. In the platform frame, the subfloor at the first floor level is completed soon after laying the floor joists at that level (Figure 9). This subfloor provides a platform for the workers to stand on and to build the following story (Mehta, 2008; Götz, 1989; Chiuini, 2007).

b) Cold Formed Steel (CFS) Framing System

Steel structures are constituted by two ways. The skeleton of a building as columns and beams erected by hot rolled steel profiles as I, U and box sectional profiles in the first alternative. The second way is walls and floors are installed by using thin structural steel members as galvanized cold formed steel profiles. Latter is called as CFS framing system (Figure 10) (Smith, 1996).
Installation principle, placement of wall studs and floor joists, connection properties, load distribution of CFS framing system is similar with timber frame system. The main difference of this system is; usage of hollow core galvanized steel profiles having high conductive value instead of usage of solid timber section having high insulation value (Işık, 2001). Wall and floor are formed in CFS framing system with many types of structural members in an order as being in timber frame system. In addition to horizontal or diagonal bracing, walls and floors are supported by structural sheeting particularly used OSB. U, C and other galvanized steel profiles as steel structural members shape CFS framing system and maximum story of building is variable as two or three in different specifications published in variety countries in the world, but the limitation is accepted as three story building is possible to erect. Construction of a building with light frame members is called as “stick construction”. “Stick construction” is distinguished as “balloon frame system” and “platform frame system” due to connection type of load bearing members at the wall and floor (Ang, 2004).

c) Reinforced Concrete (RC) Prefabricated System

RC prefabricated building system for residential are classified as stick (frame) system, panelized system and volumetric (box) system. Not only industrialization level increases through volumetric system, but also need of mass production increases. When compared the mentioned sub-systems, stick system gives more design flexibility than the others. Moreover, it has ease of manufacturing properties, transportation and lifting of the manufactured members despite of increasing workmanship on-site. On the other hand, type of modular members as column, beam and floor panel can be decreased and design diversity can be increased at the same time (Figure 11) (Ayaydin, 2004). Therefore, stick-built system with column and beam is being focused in this case study of proposed educational model. Wall and floor are being considered as panelized members.

![Figure 11: RC Prefabricated System, (a) (Url 9, 2012), (b) (Url 10, 2014), (c) (Url 11, 2014)](image)

d) Autoclaved Aerated Concrete (AAC) Panel System

AAC (otherwise known as Aerated Cellular Concrete or Aircrete) was developed by a Swedish architect, and was patented in 1920’s. AAC products include blocks, wall panels, floor and roof panels, cladding (façade) panels and lintels (Url 12, 2014).
AAC offers significant advantages over other cement construction materials; being lightweight material results in less dead load of the structure, improved thermal efficiency reduces the heating and cooling load in buildings; porous structure allows for superior fire resistance, being sound absorber eliminates usage of other sound insulation layers and smooth surface minimizes finishing and plastering cost during construction process (Boggelen, 2014). Steel reinforcement is also used in AAC panels (Boggelen, 2011) and it is called reinforced AAC elements as load bearing wall panels, floor and roof panels and included in this educational model (Figure 12).

c) Structural Insulated Panel (SIP) System

SIP system is a panelized system that reduces on-site construction time and allows the use of less-skilled labor. The SIP system consists of sandwich composition. Each panel comprises two facing boards bonded to a core consisting of rigid plastic foam insulation (Figure 13). The core generally consists of expanded polystyrene (EPS). OSB is commonly used for the facings (Mehta, 2008). SIPs enable structures to be assembled with minimal framing up to two story building above basement. The framing factor is a measure of thermal bridging. The more framing, the higher the framing factor and the more energy are lost due to thermal bridging. There are two options for floor systems when constructing a home with SIPs. First is hanging floor system, that floor joists are attached to the side of wall panel using metal hangers, the second one is a typical platform floor design (Url 14, 2007).

3. Conclusion

Earlier studies of this research shows that the necessity of hands-on learning experience in architectural engineering programs and positive impact of PBL over traditional lecture learning environment.
On the other hand, course curriculum design is highly promoted by using variety modules. This paper shows that PBL in “building components design” education is applicable by using specific methodology. This methodology is formulated by combining three notions as; prefabrication rules, open building concept and prescriptive codes. These are the existing notions in building industrialization and being implemented in higher education. Open building can be applied on any kind of building technology. The common ground for the building technologies is modular coordination. Spacing with 12”, 16” or multiplier are commonly used in framing system, beside applicable for panelized system as well. Due to accepted modular dimension, five building technologies have been selected which can be studied in “building components design” education. Scaled model activity of these building technologies is the task for the PBL environment. Available and workable material for a scaled model study is the determiner of selection of building technology. Timber and cold-formed galvanized steel profiles are being used in framing construction and can be erected in both ways as stick-built and panelized systems. R.C. prefabricated system presented herein is accepted as a stick frame columns and beams, panelized wall and floors. AAC panel system and SIP system can be directly assembled as panelized systems. The proposed educational methodology has been used in architectural engineering program and the design guide and learning outcomes are being discussed separately. This is an ongoing research to improve this educational methodology and any kind of alteration can be done due to need of related course curriculum.
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